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“If you want to change your life you have to raise your standards.” — Tony
Robbins

Your life is a direct re�ection of the standards you hold—both for yourself and
for others.

This is a nearly universal truth that applies to every aspect of your life. From
your profession, to your appearance, your relationships and your �nances,
they’re all governed by the standards you hold them to. Most of the time
these standards are set unconsciously, either adapted from the
environment or indoctrinated into you by your family, and your standards are
usually set far lower than what you’re able to achieve.

You could make millions and still stay poor in your mind. Being poor is not
about making less money.

Being poor is a mentality. It’s a choice to live a low standard of life.

When I say low standard, I don’t mean the luxuries and pleasures money can
purchase.

You can raise your standards regardless of how much money you make. It’s
not about money, it’s about mindset. Its about your growth mindset and
becoming the person you want to be.

IT STARTS WITH TURNING YOUR “SHOULDS” INTO “MUSTS”

How many times have you told yourself what you “should” do?

I should lose weight.
I should be more con�dent.
I should earn more money.
I should have a more passionate relationship.
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People have an endless list of things they believe they should do or should
follow through on. And these “shoulds” carry about the same weight as a
New Year’s resolution — that is, if it happens, then that’s exciting. But if not, it
won’t be too disappointing because you kind of knew it wasn’t really going
to happen anyway.

But what happens when you decide something is an absolute “must?”
What happens when you cut off any other possibility than you succeeding
— when you decide that you are either going to �nd a way to make
something happen or you’ll create the way yourself?

When you raise your standards and turn “should” into “must,” you are
making an inner shift to take control over the quality of your life. Any area
you are not getting what you want is because you haven’t 

.
raised your

standards

If you want real change, you have to be willing to do your part. And it starts
with asking yourself, honestly, who you are.

Are you a winner? Or are you always a step behind? Are you the life of the
party? Or are you more reserved?

Answering this question and discovering what your true beliefs are about
yourself is critical. Because this is your identity. And the fact is we are hard-
wired to follow through on who we believe we are. The great news is that
again we as humans are built to change, we have brain that can learn
anything! We just need to start to use our growth mindset!

Most people, if they look at how they are living their lives today, will �nd that
their identify is based on a set of standards and a set of beliefs they created
10, 20, 30 or more years ago. In fact, many of us made decisions when we
were kids about what to believe, what we are capable, and who we are as a
person, and that became the glass ceiling that controls us. But are you the
same person you were back then? Are you the same person you were even a
year ago?
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Eventually, most people simply stop trying to break through that glass
ceiling. They chock it up to “that’s just the way it is in my life,” or tell
themselves “that’s just who I am.” But ironically, when you do this, you are
actually denying who you really are. You are living under a false identity that
is based off of false beliefs you adopted some time in the past.

So how do you de�ne yourself? And when did you start to believe that? How
many years ago did you decide what you could and could not do in your life?
Don’t you think it’s time to raise your standards, turn your “shoulds” into
“musts” and give yourself a new identity?

The strongest force in the human personality is the need to stay consistent
with how we de�ne ourselves. And you may just �nd that by making these
changes, you can make lasting change in your quality of life.

In the words of Tony Robbins, “If you don’t set baseline standards for what
you’ll accept in your life, you’ll �nd it easy to slip into behaviors and attitudes
and a quality of life that’s far below what you deserve.” It’s not dif�cult to see
that this is the norm, not the exception.

Different people have different values. We can have high standards in some
area of our lives while we may avoid the other areas.

Will you make the decision to stay in the norm, or will you decide to hold
your life to higher standards and become an exception?

The many major areas of life where you can raise your standards. You start
setting new standards and add in non-negotiables you start build superhero
inner strength to achieve your I’m Possible!

Major area of your life can include: health, �nancial, spiritual, relationships,
personal growth, occupation, education, self-discipline, growth mindset but
you might have others you also want to focus on!
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The scariest but most life-changing and rewarding thing you can do for
yourself is to implement standards. This isn’t about “he/she has to make X
amount of money” or look a certain way or whatever other super�cial bs.
Those aren’t standards. Those are  that rob your life of substance
and meaning.

conditions 

When you have real, substantial standards, the quality of your life will
increase because you are �nally able to ACT on the realization that your best
version of yourself is most important!

Identifying Your Standards

Finding out what your standards are for different areas of your life is a simple
as taking the time to just observe that part of your life.

The best example is personal appearance. However you look at this moment
re�ects your current standards for your appearance. It doesn’t matter what
you look like, and there are no judgement involved here. Once you start
judging you get defensive and you begin viewing reality through a
protective �lm. There is no right or wrong at this moment: it just  .is

A sumo wrestler has strict standards for his appearance; he needs to be a
certain size, and anything under that size is unacceptable. He doesn’t let his
weight drop because it’s an ingrained part of his identity. It would be great
to be bigger—in fact he has goals set to gain weight—but there’s a breaking
point where anything smaller becomes intolerable. The same is true for rock
climber, except a rock climber expects himself to weigh   a certain
number so he can climb with ease. Lighter is better, but there’s a baseline he
won’t deviate from.

beneath

If you’ve ever gained or lost too much weight, and immediately started
taking action to reverse the process, you are experiencing the fundamental
effect of your standards on your appearance. You will not let yourself deviate
so much from your standards because it feels wrong and unacceptable.
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Another good example is �nances. How often are you late paying your bills?
Is it OK to miss a payment here or there? Again, look at it
without judgement at �rst to prevent yourself from getting defensive, and
gather objective data about your income, spending habits, and �nancial
responsibility.

How about your relationships? Think about how much time you spend with
those you love, how others treat you and how you treat others. Is there a
trend that makes you feel uneasy, defensive or the need to justify and
explain?

Raising Unacceptable Standards

Chances are you’ve identi�ed one or two standards that are abysmal to say
the least. You may look at your �nances and say “I should really save more”,
but you never do because you see yourself as a person who has never been
able to save.

If you decided instead, with 100% conviction, that you were the best money-
saver in the world, you would achieve your savings goal and your standards
would raise. Now you identify yourself as an awesome saving machine
instead of a person with the inability to save. Because you made that
fundamental identity shift, you took action to stay true to who you are (i.e. a
money saving machine) and you ended up with a ton of money in your bank
account.

Once you have targeted certain standards in your life that you want to raise,
you need to take actions towards changing them….permanently!

Unfortunately, there isn’t a quick and easy way to change your standards:
this is an internal shift and it can’t be faked. You may try to fake it for a while,
but you won’t create lasting change, and eventually you’ll revert back to
what your core beliefs really are.
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It’s not easy but it can be a simple process, but we can facilitate this internal
shift and it starts with changing what we perceive to be our identity. It is
much like building your Why’s. You need to look at the situation honestly
and then ask multiple questions getting deeper and deeper and more
speci�c. (And sometimes very hard honest questions)

We also must remember that this is where your Growth Mindset becomes a
powerful ally on the path to success.

First, identify the limiting belief about your identity that is preventing you
from achieving your goals, and rewrite it so it re�ects what you want it to be.

1. Current belief: I not the kind of person that can save.
2. Alternative belief: I’m a money-saving machine.

Then, �nd all of the examples that support this belief. Both in your actions
and in your emotional response to the actions of others and/or facts.

 You have $5 in savings. You’re a money saving machine.
 You skipped Starbucks yesterday and put that money in savings. You’re
a money saving machine. 
 You talked to a friend who’s been able to save up $20,000 and feels so
free. You want that feeling so badly. That’s why you became a money
saving machine. 
 The more money you have in savings, the more you can earn in interest
without doing anything. That’s another reason you’ve become the
most awesome money saving machine ever.

Make it clear what will happen to you if you don’t change this belief—make
the consequences as visceral as you can.

 I’m going to end up in a nursing home by myself.
 I won’t be able to take care of my children in the event of an
emergency.
 I’m going to lose my house.
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 Talk to an adviser or do research to create a plan tailored to your
individual needs. Stick to the plan like white on rice.
 If someone asks you if you save, say that you do and you’re damn good
at it.
 Stop thinking that you ‘should’ save money and think instead that you
‘must’ and ‘do’ save money.
 Pretend you already have $20,000 in the bank and identify all the
things you’re going to do with the money you have saved up.
 Hang a modi�ed bank statement on your refrigerator, mirror, rear
view mirror in your car.

Pretty soon, you’ll really start to feel like a money-saving machine, and not
long after that you’ll actually   a money-saving machine.be

Again, the only way to raise your standards is to have an internal
breakthrough where you feel compelled to change, no matter what. (Why’s,
I’m Possible and Non-Negotiables)

This feeling of total conviction coupled with a strong emotional desire
behind your reasons for raising your standards will to make it impossible for
you not to do so. You’ll know when that really happens because when it
does, you can’t go back without losing a part of yourself in the process.

You can’t have relational standards until you have personal ones (and are
able to keep those standards high). This all boils down to trying vs.
committing. The secret to setting standards for yourself, raising your
standards, and keeping your standards high is making a commitment to
committing. 

The biggest reason why people are commitment-phobic is that when you
commit to something, you  to deliver. When you “try your best,” it’s
okay if you don’t follow through because, well… at least you tried. You gave it
your best shot.

have 

There are no “best shots” when you commit.

Lastly, begin to act like a money saving machine in every way.
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When you are committed, you are all-in. Tunnel-vision. And you will see it
through no matter what obstacles come into your path or how lonely that
unbeaten path is.

 You commit to having your own back.
 You commit to not involving yourself in gossip, drama, fake friendships,
and toxic relationships.
 You commit to acting on red �ags because you are   to no
longer being a doormat.

committed

When you are sick and tired of the wash-rinse repeat and are ready to make
a lasting change, the �rst thing you need to do is raise your standards. When
I stopped trying and actually committed to addressing my own toxicity… I
became my own healer, champion, best friend, true love, and hero. I stopped
looking for the world to pay me back and rescue me. I stopped being a
victim because I was �nally able to rescue myself.

Write down everything that you wish you could be and become. Then, write
down everything that’s preventing this from actualizing.

Make a list of everything that you will no longer accept and tolerate. Take
comfort in knowing that all of your pain and everything holding you back is
nothing more than the result of decisions you have chosen to make.

If we go through some examples:

Health

, one in four adults
had two or more chronic health conditions in 2012.
According to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

In 2015, 79% of adults did not meet recommendations for both aerobic and
muscle-strengthening physical activity. Over 1 in 3 adults (about 92.1 million)
had at least one type of cardiovascular disease.

Clearly, an average person is a not a healthy person. Getting diagnosed with
diseases has become a common thing.
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Smoking, excessive drinking, eating unhealthy foods and a sedentary
lifestyle are the major reasons for such an epidemic.

Your health and �tness have to rise above an average person if you want to
live well and feel good in your body.

Raise your standards by eating healthy foods, training your body, sleeping
well and relaxing on purpose.

Wealth

Spend money wisely, track your expenses, save for the rainy day,
negotiate and invest.

If you want to raise your wealth standards, learn to manage your
�nances. 

You can live a frugal life without being a miser by buying things, services or
experiences that truly enhance your life. Avoid impulse shopping for yourself
but don’t hesitate to spend money on the people you love.

You can also make more money by making yourself invaluable and ask for
what you deserve.

Being invaluable means doing extraordinary work. Constantly seek
opportunities to learn and improve your work. Keep making progress and
don’t settle for average work.

When you raise your work standards, you get a better outcome. As a result,
you love your work. Average work leads to lousy results, and that’s when we
hate our work.

“We only get what we believe that we deserve. Raise the bar, raise your
standards and you will receive a better outcome.” — Joel Brown

Develop strong work ethic, keep your commitments and over-deliver to
stand out from the crowd. Find your strengths and develop upon them to
provide value to the world.
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Average work will be replaced by the machines. Develop creativity and
thinking skills to secure your place in the future workforce.

Relationships

“Refuse to lower your standards to accommodate those who refuse to raise
theirs.” — Mandy Hale

Meeting new people is great. But, if you’re not careful about people who you
surround yourself with most of the time, you may get stuck in a mediocre or
stereotypical thinking patterns. Don’t lower your standards to �t in with
other people. Find people who raise the bar and help you improve.

Watch out for the people who show jealousy, sel�shness, passive aggression,
dishonesty, or narcissism. 

Surround yourself with people who accept you, respect you and inspire you
to become better.

These people will not be perfect but they should inspire you in one way or
another. Every person is different and has �aws. Learn to accept them if both
of you help each other grow and are compatible with each other.

Raising your relationship standards also means connecting with each other
by giving your full attention, love, and effort. It involves making sacri�ces,
caring for other’s needs, making others feel loved, and not taking others for
granted.

Self-discipline

You raise your standards every time when you —ignore the your impulses,
say no to distractions, delay grati�cation or choose voluntary discomfort.
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Daily small choices set the foundation for your standards. Stop reacting to
temptations. The urge to open social media, check noti�cations, eat
unhealthy foods, skip workouts, buy unnecessary stuff, dwell on the past, or
waste time will always be there. It is your duty to recognize them and kill
them before they kill you.

Temptations are immature. They seek the momentary pleasure and
disregard the future. You don’t have to act on your urges. Making right
decisions in the face of strong urges is the sign of true wisdom.

When you’re faced with urges, acknowledge them and do the right thing
anyway. You will feel proud and your self-con�dence will become
unshakable.

You don’t have to give up all the pleasures in life. You can enjoy pleasurable
experiences in moderation. Find a healthy balance for yourself but don’t
indulge beyond your allowance.

Mindset

Your thoughts determine your actions. If you want to put quality thoughts in
your mind, you must build a successful environment for a growth mindset.
So that most thoughts in your mind are useful or helpful.

Bad thought patterns lead to depression, worry or anxiety. Your internal self-
talk is the way to speak with your subconscious. Make sure you talk to
yourself from a higher perspective.

Become your own life coach. Use the power of self-af�rmation to feel
powerful and inspired to become great.

What beliefs do you hold for yourself?

Most people never recognize what they are capable of because they think
too small and lack self-ef�cacy.
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If you raise the standard of your mindset, you will not be shattered by the
failures or setbacks. You will see obstacles as an opportunity to learn and
grow. You will get inspired instead of getting jealous. You will participate in
healthy competition instead of comparing yourself with others.

“What changes people is when their shoulds become musts.” — 
Tony Robbins

Identify where your standards are lacking and commit to raising the bar.
Think about the cost and consequences of not raising your standards.
Changing your limiting beliefs and taking actions towards your goals start to
shatter your limiting beliefs.

Raising your standards is not about being an egomaniac. It’s about having a
healthy level of self-respect.

Take inspiration from mentors or the best work in your �eld and add your
own touch to create the best work you can at the moment. Your work will
only improve if you set a high expectation for yourself. This, however, should
not stop you from shipping your craft because quantity brings quality.

Sometimes, you will �nd that your current standards are lower than the
standards you wish to have. That’s okay as long as you recognize the gap and
work to make the gap shorter.

Run your own race and continually create, learn, re�ect and improve.
Eliminate all the excuses. Take full responsibility for your life.

You know your Hero Journey is on a successful path when you’re working to
raise your future standards and when your present standards are higher
than your past standards.

“Let your actions prove that you’re committed to living life on a new level.
Get rid of the people and thoughts that con�ne you to an average existence.
Raise your standards and aim for greatness.” — Tony Robbins

Success is a result of daily actions…
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1.  This is the number one symptom of standard-
setting and it’s what discourages most people from committing. Just
like when you do a detox and get �u-like symptoms, loneliness is
the   �u-like symptom of standard-setting. Yes, at times it can
be feel lonely. And yes, there won’t be as many people that you connect
with but the people that you do connect with… those connections will
�ush out the pseudo importance of quantity. Remember you are the
sum of the 5 people you most associate with…so as you grow you might
start seeing a distance develop with people that are not on the same
path. But you will start seeing others come into your life or current ones
grow stronger and better! And these relationships will ful�ll you in ways
that most people never get to experience. When you raise your
standards, you begin to realize how many people lack personal
standards (and you become that much more grateful and protective of
your own). 

 “I really like ‘the �rst symptom of standard setting is loneliness.”
ME: “The feeling of loneliness can feel like the worst. It’s like life as you
know it dumps you.” HIM: “Indeed. The upside: you know you’re in the
right place.” ME: “Exactly. Isn’t it sad how we can lose friends and family
by implementing standards and boundaries?” HIM: “It is. What it reveals
is that so many of the people who ‘love’ us don’t know what that
means. Love is acceptance, particularly of boundaries. When you lose
someone because you make a decision for yourself, that person reveals
that they’re more interested in controlling you than loving you.”

A feeling of loneliness.

emotional

Here’s a conversation that I had with a friend I was coaching:
HIM:

2.  The loneliness will make you doubt whether raising your
standards was a good idea. Those who can no longer manipulate you
will say that you are crazy or stupid. They might bring up your past as a
reason you can’t change. You’ll have feelings to go back to the certainty
of being under the control of their opinions of you but you won’t
because you are now committed to your mental health, your best life
and becoming the best version of you! You will always have to �ght,
overcome and conquer obstacles on your Hero’s Journey

Self-doubt.

3. You wouldn’t be able to
recognize the need to raise your standards if you hadn’t been exposed
to toxic people (who lack the very standards that you now know you
need to raise). The toxicity became comfortable and now that you’ve
done this master cleanse, you feel uncomfortable because you no
longer need people to need you. This is another time to remember the
growth means becoming comfortable with being uncomfortable

Discomfort from the lack of codependency. 
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4. Once we are taking the right steps and on the right path we
start to see the out world change and we feel our inner world change as
well! This is when we feel a sense of calm and relief. This is all part of
walking a path on your Hero’s Journey instead of standing still in an
unhealthy life. This relief is actually the beginning of you becoming
unapologetically you! You have de�ned goals, values, beliefs, why’s, non-
negotiables and standards. You now are experiencing relief because
you feel your inner power developing and taking control of your
emotions and actions in your inner world!

Relief: 

5. You feel freedom because you are in control, you are no
longer controlled by others or what is happening in the world around
you!

Freedom. 

6. When you are living a higher standard you see drama in
your life start to disappear or not control or effect you like it used to.
Less drama. 

7.  Your self-respect increases because you
committed. You kept this promise to yourself and now, you’ve become
more protective of your progress than you are desperate to hit the
reactivity pipe.

Increased self-respect.

8. Self Compassion increases  when you start to realize 
Conversely, the compassion that you used to

have for toxic people is no longer there.

“I can’t believe I
put up with that all sh*t.” 

9. Unconditional con�dence that no one can take away.

Keep going. You owe it to yourself to raise your standards.

Setting standards and non-negotiables is a journey of personal growth in
itself! These might change while you are starting to live your best life and
becoming the best version of yourself so you should have times throughout
the year that you stop and re�ect on them. Each day while you journal
celebrate and pay attention to these to make sure you are living the way
you want to live!

You will know in your heart and gut if you are focusing on the right things
and living the way you want and expect!
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As you start to lift your standards higher and add in your non-negotiables
your life will start to change internally and also the world around you in many
ways. Even the ones that seem hard or tough at �rst become the building
blocks to you living your best life because you are living as the best version
of yourself!.
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